The Training Of Mary
Now then, understand further, that time of the walking among those on the Mount there
of the Schools at Carmel . So important that you understand this. For again will He build
in this place a School of Prophets , and so you have been prepared here. You perceive
all those studies that were known to be a portion of the studies of those of the
Carmelites or those there on the Mount.
Begin preparing the self for living here together and having all things in common,
sharing here, looking forward to the dawning of His day.
Did not those set themselves up and separate from the community that there might be
prepared a vehicle for His coming in that time? So then you would study those activities
and repeat or set aside a community here that would prepare a vessel, a vehicle, an
area that He might again return in these days. For He would seek to enter into this
plane.
Then make available that vessel, that vehicle, that area that would attract His Light in
this time, … the dawning of His day.
Now see then, there were those, those girls from early time, from the very earliest days
of youth, that were prepared as vessels, as vehicles, that they might be the mother of
the Master as He sought to enter on this plane. See these children. See that done with
these. And realize how much that training gave in development of a child in that time.
Imperative that you understand this now, for these girls were so perfected in the
discipline, in the teaching, that a stamping of the foot or screaming in anger by one of
these children could well and easily disqualify, and she then removed from the program,
you see. These fed properly and exposed only to those vibrations of Light, of music, of
color, that that would develop that highest personality, that highest of character.
Then one selected. And others then, only twelve of all those who had been so trained.
And be aware that many before, many before those twelve were selected and trained,
and many then failed to meet such high standards, such high requirements.
And that one, Mary, becoming the Virgin Mother then, never having set the foot a slip
here or a miss, never having shown temper or anger or that that would reflect ill upon a
child. That we would imply as perfection among you, as you would know it. Then these
others of the girls so trained, so set aside, you see, what vehicles they became, and
some of these, then, bearing children.
Now as we speak of this channel, we speak not of one who was among those so trained
or yet within those classes with Mary. Yet a daughter of one. This then would be that
perfected womb or so nearly perfected that you issued from in that time. Now see this,
for this we attempt to impress, that the mother in that time, being so highly perfected,
lent that consciousness, that training, to thee. That she remembered as portions of her
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training in preparing to serve as a vessel, a vehicle for the entering of the Master, such
an Holy One, gave that training and made possible that you do in this day.
Despise not those times of the past when you have walked in this plane, but be aware
and use them not for the bragging, not for the ego, but rather that you would give thanks
to that and expect such vibrations, such channeling, such energy, for she often would
be about.
And not that there would be the attempts here for communication with discarnates. Yet
you have not walked with one upon this plane of Earth that would not form that bond
and become interested as they are on other or higher planes and complete the sojourn,
who will not turn back and extend a hand to thee. She is, to be sure, interested in this
work and a portion thereof. But it is not that that we seek to impress, but rather that was
attempted in that time. Should be thy purpose in this day, that you would so bring up the
children. So set up a community that would make possible that miraculous entry, even
in this day. So begin to grow.
Now we would attempt to express this night, this morning, that felt by those gathered
here. For there are those gathered about the highest consciousness of this channel and
they seek to express in this manner. That so often as the records are presented before
this channel, there are those here who are the servants and always count it a privilege
to work here for the Master or give those interpretation or read therefrom. Yet not so
often would the doing so be a joyous experience or a visit as we have experienced this
night.
And we give thanks as we convey His blessings. We go to the Father.
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